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 Rex A, Wade, University of Hawaii, Honolulu

 The Rajonnye Sovety of Petrograd:
 The Role of Local Political Bodies in the Russian Revolution*

 One of the strongest impressions to strike a reader of the sources on the Russian
 revolution of 1917 is the tremendous urge of the liberated Russians to create all sorts
 of organizations to articulate their interests and aspirations. Between February and
 October of 1917 Russians underwent a virtual orgy of meetings, assemblies, and
 spontaneous organization building. Some of these formations were insignificant, but
 others played an important role in the revolution. Indeed, it appears that ordinary
 men often looked for the fulfillment of their aspirations more to these organizations
 which were closer to them than they did to the seemingly more remote central
 institutions, the Provisional Government and the Petrograd Soviet. This was true of
 Petrograd as well as the provinces. That the energies of these local bodies were
 absorbed by mundane daily issues such as labor conflicts, public order, housing, wages,
 and welfare more than with the grand issues such as the war, peace and land
 distribution should not obscure our awareness of their importance, for it is precisely
 such immediate and personal concerns which often activate the passions of men and
 shape the outcome of revolutions. Western study of the revolution has largely ignored
 the lower levels of political authority that existed in 1917, thereby leaving the Pro-
 visional Government and the Petrograd Soviet seemingly suspended in mid-air even
 more than they were, without reference to the existence, much less functions, of other
 meaningful levels of political action. The purpose of this paper is to examine the lower
 level of political activity through the study of one of the most important groups of
 the local organs, the rajon [district] soviets [rajonnye Sovety] in Petrograd and the
 Interdistrict Conference of Soviets [Mezdurajonnoe sovescanie rajonnych Sovetov].1
 The essay has two main parts. The first traces the origin and structure of the rajon
 soviets, surveys the varieties of issues and activities with which they occupied them-
 selves, and looks into the kinds of popular aspirations they reflected. The second part
 examines their political coloration and their role as loci of political authority,
 particularly their challenge, through the Interdistrict Conference, to the position of
 the Petrograd Soviet as spokesman for the "Soviet Democracy" in the fall of 1917.

 The rajon soviets came into being in Petrograd during and immediately after the
 February revolution, generally following the boundaries of old police districts of the
 city.2 The initiative in the formation of rajon soviets varied, but there was a good deal
 of local spontaneity. The earliest rajon soviets came into being simultaneously with

 * The author wishes to express his appreciation to the American Philosophical Society,
 whose support for research in the Soviet Union helped make this essay possible.
 1 The rajonnye Sovety are mentioned only briefly in the study of the Russian experience with
 soviets by Oskar Anweiler Die Rätebewegung in Rußland 1905 - 1921. Leiden 1958 =
 Studien zur Geschichte Osteuropas vol. 5. Besides Petrograd, similar rajonnye Sovety existed
 only in Moscow and Odessa.
 £ The main source tor this paper is the three volume: Rajonnye Sovety Petrograda v 1917
 godu. Protokoly, rezoljucii, postanovlenija obscich sobranij i zasedanij ispolnitel'nych komite-
 tov. Moskva, Leningrad 1964 - 1966. Analysis of its records should be considered the source
 for the generalizations about the soviets found in the body of the text unless otherwise noted;
 footnote references to these volumes will be made only for specific items. The materials in the
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 The Rajonnye Sovety of Petrograd 227

 and apparently independent of the Petrograd Soviet. A rajon soviet was founded in
 the heavily industrial Vyborg district on February 28, but efforts toward its creation
 had begun the 27th with formation of a temporary executive committee. The latter
 originated, according to a Bolshevik memoir, out of a meeting of workers and local
 Bolshevik party leaders. On the 28th elections of deputies began in various Vyborg
 factories and barracks, usually the same election and apparently in most cases the same
 person as for the Petrograd Soviet.3 The Petergofskij rajon soviet, which included the
 huge Putilov works, later claimed to have been organized February 27, although the
 first surviving document dates from March 6 and a history of the Putilov factory dates
 it March 3. The same history stresses the wide popular interest in forming a rajon
 soviet, inspired by the recollection of 1905.4 A rajon soviet was formed in the outlying
 Porochovskij district the morning of February 28. 5 There is no evidence of direction
 from the Petrograd Soviet in these and it seems quite clear that the urge to form local
 soviets surfaced spontaneously with the revolution and coincidentally with the
 Petrograd Soviet.

 collection come primarily from the archival fonds of the rajonnye Sovety, supplemented by
 records found in other archives and in contemporary newspapers. Of the 770 documents, 662
 come from archival sources, 87% published for the first time (p. 7). The editors claim that the
 collection is complete in that it represents all surviving protocols and resolutions which they
 were able to find. While it is impossible to preclude the possibility that some objectionable
 items found in the archives have been omitted, the internal evidence lends credence to their
 statement. Great care obviously has been taken in the search of newspapers and other publi-
 cations, as well as in compiling the very helpful index of participants and the introductory mat-
 ter. The protocols themselves vary in completeness from soviet to soviet and even within a soviet
 from time to time, as secretaries changed. Complete minutes have been preserved for the
 Petergofskij rajon soviet and almost complete records for the Petrogradskij rajon soviet, and
 these two make almost a third of the collection. For some soviets, however, there are no
 surviving archival records (the Kazanskij rajon for example), and others are poorly represented
 (the Ochtinskij and Litejnyj rajon soviets each have two documents). Similarly, the minutes
 of the meetings vary widely in fullness and usability. Some do little more than record the
 topics discussed, but others give reasonably full accounts of debates and the full text of
 resolutions. Some of the minutes are dry and cryptic, others surprisingly vital and charged
 with emotion (as the debates between the brothers Nachimson, one a Bolshevik and the other
 a Menshevik, in the First City rajon soviet).
 The records of the rajonnye Sovety are a unique source on the revolution. There are no
 comparable organizations spanning the entirety of 1917 for which the complete surviving
 records have been published. Nor are we likely to see the publication of any comparable
 collection in the near future, for the brief resumption in the mid-1960s of the practice of
 publishing the entire archival protocols and related documents of an organization has been
 stopped again (as it was earlier at the end of the 1920s). Publication of selected documents
 on a theme is not comparable. Therefore these documents are very valuable for the insights
 they give into the texture and vitality of Russian political life in 1917, especially as they
 allow the reader to study the dynamics of the change of attitudes, the unfolding trends, in a
 way few other sources do. They also offer surprisingly different perspectives on the revolution;
 as only one example, particularly striking is their impersonality, the absence of references to
 the great names of 1917, including Lenin, Kerenskij, Miljukov. Despite the difficulty of using
 them and their often frustrating incompleteness, they are one of the most important new
 sources on the Russian revolution to come to light during the 1960s.
 3 I. D. Mordasov Rajonnyj Sovet rabocich i soldatskich deputatov, in: Vyborgskaja storona.
 Leningrad 1957, p. 120.
 4 M. [I.] Mitel'man, B. [D.] Glebov, A. [G.] Ul'janskij Istorija Putilovskogo zavoda 1801 -
 1917. 3 izd. Moskva 1961, pp. 564-565; Rajonnye Sovety vol. 2, pp. 91-93.
 5 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 3, p. 179.
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 The role of the Petrograd Soviet cannot be entirely discounted, however. The
 Petrograd Soviet leaders made some effort to call into being such local bodies.
 A. G. Sljapnikov, a Bolshevik, relates that this was discussed at the first meeting of the
 Petrograd Soviet on February 27, and that its Executive Committee that same day
 sent out commissars for the establishment of popular authority [narodnaja vlast'] in
 the rajony. (This he claims, was the first usage of the term commissar.) Sljapnikov
 states that five or six commissars gathered to discuss the problem, but talked mostly
 in terms of organizing armed strength for defense of the revolution and maintenance
 of public order and did little to organize any new political bodies. Indeed, he himself
 went to a meeting of the Vyborg Bolsheviks instead of undertaking to organize a rajon
 soviet in Vyborg, his assigned district.6 A. V. Pesechonov, the future minister, was
 apparently somewhat more active as commissar to the Petrograd side, organizing a
 commissariat which called on the population to obey it and for representatives to be
 elected to it from the factories and the manufacturing and public institutions of the
 rajon.7 The Petrograd Soviet returned to the question February 28 with a resolution
 on organizing "rajon committees," and giving a list of meeting points in seven rajony,
 all of which were ones with significant or preponderant working class populations and
 which ring, but do not include, the city center.8 Just exactly what was envisioned by
 the terms "rajon committee" and "commissariat" is impossible to tell. Some recent
 Soviet writers have dismissed efforts of the Petrograd Soviet, charging that the
 Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leaders of the Petrograd Soviet intended to
 create local bourgeois or general population organs rather than true workers' soviets,9
 but this seems an overstatement. Not only did the Petrograd Soviet not yet have the
 clear party orientation implied in the accusation, but the references appear in con-
 texts calling for support of the Soviet and for the organization of the workers and
 soldiers of the districts for the defense of the revolution against the expected Tsarist
 onslaught. The vagueness probably reflects mostly the confusions and pressures of the
 hour; it hardly seems reasonable to expect men caught up in the throes of a gigantic
 upheaval, of a revolution whose success is not yet certain, to have on the first day a
 clear and orderly concept of local district political organization expressed in precise,
 unambiguous terms that would satisfy later historians as to their character beyond any
 shadow of doubt. Indeed, one is rather impressed with the fact that the two single-page
 issues of "Izvestija" published on February 28 both give considerable space to the
 organization of the rajonnye Sovety.
 The initial urge for the formation of rajon soviets, then, seems to have been a com-
 bination of local initiative and encouragement by the Petrograd Soviet, with the
 former probably predominating at first. Very quickly, however, the creative source

 6 A. G. Sljapnikov Semnadcatyj god. Vol. 1, Moskva 1923, pp. 122 - 126. This was embodied
 in the proclamation which made up the entirety of the first issue of "Izvestija" on February 28.
 7 Appeal from the "Commissariat of the Petrograd Side", in: Izvestija (1917) March 2,
 No. 3; see also the account by a co-worker, P. Arzub'ev, in: Reef' (1917) March 16, No. 64
 and March 18, No. 66.
 8 Izvestija (1917) February 28, Supplement to No. 1, and again on March 1, No. 2. The rajony
 were the Vyborgskij, Petrogradskij, Vasileostrovskij, Rozdestvenskij, Moskovskij, Nevskij,
 Narvskij.
 9 A. M. Andreev Sovety rabocich i soldatskich deputatov nakanune Oktjabrja. Mart - oktjabr
 1917 g. Moskva 1967, p. 49 (= Sovety v period Oktjabfskoj revoljucii i grazdanskoj vojny.
 Izdanie v trech knigach. Vol. 1) is typical.
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 shifted and the initiative in forming rajón soviets passed primarily into the hands of
 deputies to the Petrograd Soviet from a given area, who took the lead in organizing
 rajón soviets in their district. This normally resulted in a rajon soviet composed partly
 of themselves and partly of deputies elected to the rajon soviet only, which inequality
 later became a source of friction. Most of the soviets formed during March originated
 in this way. Later local concerns and political disagreements were to lead to some
 splitting and regrouping of the rajon soviets mostly in the weaker ones in the center
 of the city rather than in the working class suburbs. As if to emphasize the variety of
 origins, one of the most important soviets, the Vasileostrovskij, was constituted simply
 by a self-appointed group of workers and freed political prisoners, and only later was
 an elected soviet established.10 Although dates and borders are not at all precise, it
 would appear that by March 15 there existed 11 rajonnye or podrajonnye [subdistrict]
 Sovety existing as autonomous political entities, with four more added by the begin-
 ning of May. By the end of 1917 a total of 19 had come into existence.11
 Organizationally, the rajon soviets tended to be carbons of the Petrograd Soviet. Their
 organization and work was rather chaotic during the first weeks, then gradually taking
 on more regularized form. Structurally the basic pattern was a general meeting of
 deputies (plenum), an executive committee, and several commissions. Some had
 soldiers' and workers' sections. There was a tendency for the executive committee to
 dominate the affairs of the soviet; it met frequently, was composed of the most active
 persons, and was small enough to discuss and act decisively. In turn, it tended to come
 to be dominated by party functionaries who had more time to give to the job, although
 not to the extent the Petrograd Soviet did. There were variants on the pattern, how-
 ever, as in the Kolomenskij rajon soviet, where the general meeting was fairly small
 and did virtually all the work, the executive committee playing a minor role. Again
 like the Petrograd Soviet, there were numerous commissions and committees, both
 permanent and special, for the myriad concerns of the soviets. The difficulty of finding
 people with the time and ability to fill the various regular and special commission was,
 in fact, one of the serious handicaps under which the rajon soviets worked. In the first
 months especially, the effectiveness and vigor of these commissions often depended
 largely on the single individual put in charge.12
 The exact role of the rajon soviets was never precisely defined and no single
 authoritative statement of their functions was ever issued. The Petrograd Soviet never
 provided a clear and definitive guideline, but some of the rajon soviets did try to define
 their role. One of the clearest statements came from the Petergofskij rajon soviet,
 which on March 27 declared its goals to be 1) the economic and professional
 organization of the working class and the soldiers of the rajon, 2) direction of the
 political activities of the working class, 3) creation of a parallel rajonnaja duma as

 10 G. I. Maroökin Na Vasil'evskom ostrove v 1917 g. Iz vospominanij o Vasileostrovskom
 Sovete, in: Krasnaia letopis 22 (1927) No. 1, p. 93.
 11 This is based on data found in: Rajonnye Sovety vol. 1, p. 9, and differs slightly from the
 editors, who total 11 by April, whereas I count 13, adding two autonomous subdistricts. The
 list of rajon soviets in "Rajonnye Sovety" is used in determining which ones should be in-
 cluded as part of Petrograd and which soviets excluded as being too far outside - such as
 the active Sestroreckij raion soviet.
 12 S. I. Cukerman Petrogradskij rajonnyj Sovet rabocich i soldatskich deputatov v 1917 g.,
 in: Krasnaja letopis 46-47 (1932) No. 1 -2, p. 84.
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 an organ of local economic self-government, 4) the maintenance of control over the
 activities of the rajonnaja dumals (the dvoevlastie on the local level, paralleling the
 claims of the Petrograd Soviet vis-à-vis the Provisional Government). Others spoke
 more generally of the need to "democratize" local organizations, to safeguard the
 revolution, and to carry on cultural and political enlightenment activities. Some sug-
 gested a hierarchical view, stressing their duty in implementing locally the decisions of
 the Petrograd Soviet, but also the importance of prior consultation. Some evidently
 envisioned their function as primarily political and inspirational, leaving most of the
 actual administrative work to rajonnye dumy and other bodies, but generally a more
 activist outlook predominated.14 This activism tended to spread with the passage of
 time, as frustrations built up and fears of counterrevolution led some soviets to usurp
 the functions of district governmental bodies. In general, however, the precise powers
 of the district bodies were never defined, despite appeals to the Petrograd Soviet to give
 attention to this matter,15 and tended to be worked out pragmatically in response to
 specific problems and conflicts. In practice, their power in the rajon tended to be as
 broad and encompassing as they were inclined to make it, the main limitations being
 their own willingness and their material resources (manpower and finances,
 especially).
 Despite the absence of a general statute and that the activities and vigor of the soviets
 varied from rajon to rajon, several main areas of concern and competence emerge
 clearly from an examination of their activities. Probably most important was their
 role as defenders of the workers' interests, broadly defined. The soviets tended to
 consider themselves the authoritative organ in most cases concerning the workers and
 factories of their rajony and generally gave more attention to workers' than to soldiers'
 problems. A number were only workers' soviets during the first weeks of their
 existence, adding soldiers' representatives later. They handled every conceivable
 problem arising out of the impact of the revolution in the factories, the myriad issues
 of the passing of an old order in the workshops and the emergence of a new one. They
 were asked to mediate both major labor disputes between workers and management
 and the grievances of individuals against either management or their fellow workers.
 These involved work stoppages of all kinds, salary disputes, pay for work missed
 while on soviet or civic business, dismissal and hiring of workers, workers' demand
 for greater voice in the running of plants, and even the takeover and running of some
 factories. They also served as points of material and moral support for strikes. Almost
 all had some sort of mediation/arbitration office. The fairly complete protocols of the
 Petrogradski'] rajon soviet, for example, show members being sent to investigate or
 arbitrate labor disputes almost daily. The Petergofskij rajon soviet even got involved
 in setting railroad fares. In dealing with internal factory problems the soviets over-
 lapped the activities of the factory committees and trade unions, but there was no
 clear delineation of their respective authorities. Frequent references to the factory
 committees in the minutes of the soviets would indicate some sort of working
 agreements existed, and a member of the Petrogradskij rajon soviet testifies that the

 13 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 2, p. 113.
 14 For examples, see: Kajonnye bovety vol. 1, Pp. 287 - 288 (becond City), p. 359 (Litejnyj),
 p. 330 (Kolomenskij), vol. 2, p. 231 (Petergofskij), vol. 3, pp. 183-184 (Porodiovskij).
 15 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 1, pp. 330 - 331, the Kolomenskij rajon soviet, for example.
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 soviets and trade unions often worked jointly to solve factory problems, but there was
 no clear distinction of their area of competence.16 It appears that their relationship
 was settled on an ad hoc basis at each factory, depending on the vigor of the local
 soviet as against that of the local committee or union. It is clear, however, that the
 soviets were interested in much broader questions, as opposed to more narrow factory
 concerns of the committees and unions.

 Closely related to these factory and work connected questions was the rajón soviets'
 concern with the problem of food supply and the supply of goods in general. This
 question has received little attention from historians, but it was a major concern of
 1917. It is a recurring issue in the records of virtually every public body, a vital daily
 problem very much on the popular mind during the revolution. Most rajón soviets had
 a food supply commission which claimed a major voice in this matter in its rajon and
 in some cases tended to take over the role of the rajonnye dumy as the responsible local
 organ. Some took direct action in rationing and distributing scarce goods, as in the
 case of the Vyborgskij rajon soviet, which took over the bakeries of the Kresty prison
 and organized a central distribution center for bread stuffs in its area.17
 This concern over day to day work and economic issues is the more striking when
 coupled with the simultaneous concern for what might be called social-economic and
 welfare problems. A considerable amount of effort was devoted to problems such as
 housing, rents, prices, drunkenness, fraudulent and illegal sale of goods, and so on.
 Appeals for help in securing payments or supplies for soldiers' dependents, for invalids
 and children, is a recurring entry in their minutes. Almost always a member was dele-
 gated to assist the plaintiff or investigate the question he had raised. They gave a great
 deal of attention - as well as maintaining commissions - for social welfare activities
 such as orphanages, hospitals, public dining halls for the poor, and such. The Petro-
 gradskij rajon soviet, especially active in this field, also maintained a camp for poor
 children, devoting a portion of its always inadequate funds for this purpose. Closely
 related was a lively interest in what might be called "cultural and educational
 activities": sponsoring lectures, clubs, youth groups, organizing libraries, distributing
 literature, and other activities with the purpose of enlightening the citizens to their
 new duties. Most maintained commissions for these purposes. They also took an inter-
 est in such diverse matters as the establishment of a new judicial network - particularly
 its local manifestations - and the publication of a joint rajon soviet newspaper (which
 never appeared).
 Although overwhelmingly local in orientation and concerns, the rajon soviets did
 sometimes lift their gaze outside the city of Petrograd and exhibited a considerable
 interest in their relations with the peasantry and with the front soldiers. They
 frequently received delegations and requests for help from the provinces. In response
 they sent out investigators, organizers, and agitators. Often they worked in conjunction
 with the zemljanstva, "associations of countrymen," organizations of workers in a
 factory to establish closer ties with a given area, usually the home rural district from

 16 Cukerman Petrogradskij rajonnyj Sovet pp. 85 - 86. The relationship of the factory
 committees to the rajon soviets is not touched upon by Paul H. Avrich in his article: Russian
 Factory Committees in 1917, in: Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas. N. F. 11 (1963) pp.
 161-182.

 17 Mordasov Rajonnyj Sovet p. 124.
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 which a large number of workers had come.18 The main purpose of the soviets, whether
 working directly or through the zemlianstva, seems to have been organizational and
 propagandistic, to enlighten the peasants and ensure their support for the revolution.
 Interest in the peasants increased in the fall when some rajón soviets became concerned
 with preparing the peasants for the elections to the Constituent Assembly. Strangely
 enough, however, the rajón soviets' records show little attention to the land question
 as such, beyond an occasional inclusion in a general resolution; they simply lacked the
 ability to confront in a meaningful way a national issue of such magnitude.
 They were even more active in cultivating relations with the front troops, receiving
 and sending delegations. They realized the importance of their relations with the
 front soldiers, which had been underlined during the first weeks of the revolution
 when angry groups of front soldiers turned up at factories and the soviets to check
 reports of laxness in production of needed war material, visits which often had a
 threatening character. The rajón soviets made a special effort to counter this mistrust
 by sending gifts to the front as well as agitators to reassure them. Not neglecting the
 special interests of the troops of the Petrograd garrison, they expressed themselves on
 matters of special concern to the soldiers and considered themselves the prime
 authority for troops in their district. Most had a soldiers' section, the records for one
 of which, the Vasileostrovskij, have survived. In its charter it proclaimed itself
 responsible for deciding "all questions touching on the life and activity" of the
 military units in that rajon.19 The rajón soviets tended to oppose the sending of march-
 ing units to the front, which brought them into conflict with the Provisional Govern-
 ment and the Petrograd Soviet. Nevertheless, soldiers' problems and broad national
 issues generally played a markedly secondary role in their deliberations, with attention
 focused primarily on workers' and local issues.
 An especially important area of activity for the rajón soviets was their role in the
 formation and functioning of militia and Red Guard units. What were usually called
 workers' or peoples' militia came into being largely spontaneously but with the
 encouragement of the Petrograd Soviet during the first days of the February revolution.
 The rajón soviets attached tremendous significance to these as a bulwark against
 counterrevolution and for the maintenance of "revolutionary order." The organi-
 zation, administration, and functioning of these is one of the most frequently raised
 problems in the soviets' records. And a problem it was! The Provisional Government
 (and the Petrograd Soviet), while retaining final authority, gave the main responsibil-
 ity for the militia to the municipal authorities - the city duma and the rajonnye dumy.
 Still, this was much too important a question for the rajón soviets to leave in the hands
 of the dumy, which they did not entirely trust, representing as they did also the
 bourgeoisie. As a result they insisted on a role in the direction of the militia and took
 an active part in the continual disputes over its nature and role. In general, they
 argued that the militia be primarily or wholly working class in composition, based on

 18 On the zemljanstva see T. Trenogova Bofba petrogradskidi bol'sevikov za krest'janstvo
 v 1917 godu. Leningrad 1946, pp. 55 - 56; I. Gavrilov Na Vyborgskoj storone v 1914 -
 1917 gg., in: Krasnaja letopis 23 (1927) No. 2, pp. 55 - 57. Examples of activities of the
 Petergofskij rajon soviet are given in D. E. Cervjakov Bofba bol'Sevikov za Sovety v period
 mirovogo razvitija revoljucii (mart - ijun 1917 g.), in: Trudy Leningradskogo bibliotec'nogo
 instituía. Vol. 7, Leningrad 1960, pp. 231-232.
 19 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 1, p. 109.
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 the factory, local [rajonnaja] in administration and responsibility, democratic (i. e.,
 its leaders elected), and partly responsible to the rajón soviets. Despite the efforts of
 the soviets, the duma authorities were successful in creating a "city militia," sup-
 plementing or supplanting the spontaneous "workers' militia," which in turn dropped
 sharply in numbers after mid-March. From that time until October the city was
 divided into districts patrolled by the city militia and those policed by autonomous
 commissariats of workers' militia. The rajón soviets played a role in supervising both.
 The continuing worker concern over the question of armed security was reflected in
 the rise during the summer of the Red Guards, which had first appeared in April, and
 the support of the rajón soviets for them. Although the differences implied in the two
 terms and the usage remained imprecise, Red Guards gradually took on a more
 distinctly proletarian, radical, paramilitary connotation in contrast to the increasingly
 classless and police functions of "militia." The more radical rajón soviets tended to
 support the rise of the Red Guards as a form of workers' self-government and pro-
 tection, while the more moderate ones gave the issue less attention and limited their
 energies to maintaining a workers' militia or, in the non-working class districts, a
 voice in the running of the city militia.20 In general, however, the records of the rajon
 soviets tell us less about the operation of the militia and Red Guards than about the
 great concern of the soviets and the workers for some sort of armed force to protect
 their interests and about the problem of trying to mesh the interests of various segments
 of society on such an important question. Indeed, a paradoxical attitude that comes up
 on many issues shows itself clearly here: the desire for local autonomy and distrust of
 central authority which runs through the records of the rajon soviets is countered by a
 conflicting demand for strong and effective central leadership and a realization that
 a city-wide solution to the problem was needed.
 The rajon soviets, then, immersed themselves deeply in all the day to day concerns of
 the "little men" during these exciting but uncertain times. The records of the rajon
 soviets forcefully remind one of the myriad mundane as well as significant problems
 that beset men and activate them, even in the midst of a great revolution. The broad
 sweep of interests of the rajon soviets, their concern with the important and the
 seemingly trivial - no matter how maddening to the historian trying to make sense of
 their activities - gives a good insight into the hopes and fears of the broad mass of the
 population. As one participant wrote later, "the masses of the rajon [Vyborg] brought
 all their needs and expectations to the soviet; for them it was the meaningful and
 accessible organ of power. From morning to night, workers, youth, soldiers came with
 various problems. None went away without an answer."21 In the rajón soviets as well
 as for the Petrograd Soviet, speeches, resolutions, strikes, delegations, followed one
 another in a dazzling and bewildering array during the first weeks of the revolution.
 I. D. Mordasov's phrase aptly characterizes the early mood in the rajon soviets:
 "... the atmosphere was incandescent."22

 20 Mudi more extensive information on the militia and Red Guards than that found in the
 records of the rajón soviets is available in the detailed study by V. I. Starcev Ocerki po
 istorii petrogradskoj Krasnoj gvardii i rabocej milieu (mart 1917 - apreP 1918 g.). Moskva,
 Leningrad 1965, pp. 41 - 195.
 21 Mordasov Rajonnyj Sovet p. 122.
 22 Ibidem p. 126.
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 The basically social and economic orientation of the rajón soviets soon, perhaps in-
 evitably, proved inadequate. As the euphoria of the first two months of the revolution
 faded and as it became obvious that the February revolution was not going to bring
 as rapid a solution to social and economic problems as expected, the rajón soviets
 began to reflect the disillusionment of their constituents with the existing political
 leadership. Having from the beginning viewed themselves as a primary forum for
 political expression and feeling themselves more representative of the popular will, the
 rajón soviets began to take a more aggressive political stance vis-à-vis not only the
 Provisional Government, but the Petrograd Soviet leadership itself. The political
 activities of the rajon soviets, especially the expansion of their political pretensions in
 the summer and fall of 1917, poses one of the most complex, interesting and important
 questions about their role in the revolution. They offer some rather interesting per-
 spectives on the drift of events and fortunes during the revolution and sometimes
 reflect trends in public opinion and its political expression well in advance of the
 heralding of those same developments in the broader city-wide political forums.
 The rajon soviets at first were dominated by non-party and by Menshevik and
 Socialist Revolutionary leaders, with the notable exception of the Vyborgskij rajon
 soviet, where the Bolsheviks had a majority from the beginning. Purely political
 questions, especially where the non-party elements dominated, were at first infrequent
 and their minutes convey the attitude that they felt the political revolution was
 completed for now and that aside from its defense, the main concerns were concrete
 economic issues such as the work-day and, more remotely, the general social-economic
 restructuring of the country.23 Remaining political issues, such as the "great questions"
 of war and peace and land distribution, were beyond their competence and generally
 felt to be the prerogative of the Petrograd Soviet, the Provisional Government and the
 Constituent Assembly. Summer, however, saw a distinct shift in sentiment. There
 appeared as early as May a growing discontent with the policies of both the Petrograd
 Soviet and the Provisional Government. Although the dissatisfaction remained some-
 what diffuse, a slight shift leftward in the rajon soviets began about May, and by the
 end of June four rajon soviets had shifted to a distinctly more radical stance, although
 Bolshevization was not complete.24 Also, there was increasing effort to establish them-
 selves as independent entitles with greater freedom of action, reflected in the numerous
 complaints and debates over whether members of the Petrograd Soviet should be
 allowed to vote in the rajon soviets, and even efforts to deprive them of the vote or
 expelí them completely.
 The new, more political and impatient mood crystallized in July and August, with
 increased criticism of the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leaders of the Petro-
 grad Soviet in general and on specific points. The first issue to reveal the depth of dis-
 satisfaction, the first on which there was a general opposition among the rajon soviets to
 the Petrograd leadership, was the effort to disarm the workers after the July Crisis.
 Seven rajon soviets, cutting across political boundaries, have records which refer to

 23 Although the sources used as the basis for generalization are entirely different, the mood
 conveyed in the rajon records would seem to fit with the findings for the workers throughout
 the country of Marc Ferro La Révolution de 1917; la chute du tsarisme et les origines
 d'Octobre. Paris 1967, pp. 147-184.
 24 Vasileostrovskij, First City, Kolomenskij, Petrogradskij.
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 this issue, a good percentage.25 Their response was unanimously hostile, although
 specific actions varied from reluctant semi-compliance to evasion to refusal. Five26
 agreed with obvious reluctance to the turning over of rifles and machine guns on the
 grounds that these were needed at the front, but insisted on retaining revolvers and,
 sometimes, other weapons needed for self-defense. Their reluctance and hostility is
 unmistakable. The Bolshevik dominated Vyborgskij rajon soviet avoided agreeing to
 the demand by referring the question to the factories for discussion. The Fourth
 Narvskij podrajon soviet opposed it outright. In addition, the Interdistrict Conference
 of Soviets also opposed the policy but avoided a conflict with the Petrograd leaders
 by referring it to the rajon soviets.27 There are no records indicating real support for
 the policy. The effort to collect arms from the workers, a policy supported by the
 Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leadership of the Petrograd Soviet, seems to
 have been a major cause of loss of faith in the Petrograd Soviet leadership among the
 workers, equal to the June offensive's impact on the soldiers. One gets a feeling that the
 possession of arms was a matter of great psychological importance to the workers and
 their local leaders. It apparently gave them a sense of security out of proportion to
 their actual armed capacity, and they equated not only their own security and hopes
 but also the entire future of the revolution with their possession of arms. Much the
 same group of rajon soviets opposed, some vehemently, the reintroduction of the death
 penalty for front soldiers in July.28 There was also extensive criticism - though some
 support - of the Moscow State Conference in August.
 The rajon soviets had not lost faith in the central organs entirely, but from the minutes
 of their meeting one senses an impatience with their temporizing policies and their
 reluctance to create a strong soviet government. The shift in attitude is reflected not
 only in resolutions but also in election of new rajon leadership, as the first leftward
 swing of the rajon soviets in May- June continues, even accelerates, in July, August,
 and September. This new leadership was sometimes Bolshevik, but more commonly a
 coalition of Bolsheviks with Menshevik-Internationalists, Left Socialist Revolutionaries,
 non-party members, and even discontented Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries.
 Bolshevik rajon soviet leaders took considerable care in cultivating such alliances, and
 in some cases where the resolutions and policies of a rajon soviet seem to indicate
 Bolshevization, they in fact reflect such coalitions. The Vasileostrovskij rajon soviet,
 for example, had a large Menshevik-Internationalist and Mezrajoncy contingent which
 gave it a relatively radical cast and which might be confused with a Bolshevik majority

 25 Although 19 rajon soviets existed during 1917, there were never that many at any given
 time and for some of them we have virtually no records. For others there are both published
 archival records and newspaper or memoir accounts. Reasonably usuable information is availa-
 ble for about half of them, but even then often not for the entire period. For example, the
 records of the important Vasileostrovskij rajon soviet are reasonably extensive until June, but
 we have only a few records for the July-September period and none at all for October. The
 less active Admiraltejskij rajon soviet came into being only on June 30. By contrast there are
 extensive protocols for the Petrogradskij rajon soviet for the entire period, plus memoir
 accounts. Thus to have records from six or eight soviets for a given specific issue is quite good.
 26 Rozdestvenskrj, Petergofskij, Petrogradskij, First City, Admiraltejskij.
 27 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 3, pp. 268 - 270.
 28 See for example, the resolution of the Petergofskij rajon soviet, July 13, in: Rajonnye
 Sovety vol. 2, pp. 203 - 204.
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 long before it had such.29 This alienation of the rajón soviets from the Petrograd Soviet
 leadership seems to have preceded their Bolshevization, rather than the reverse. The
 new rajon leaders tended to take a more aggressive stance towards the old Petrograd
 Soviet and Central Executive Committee leadership (the Cereteli-led bloc of Men-
 sheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries). From July onwards there were implicit and ex-
 plicit calls by individual rajon soviets for the re-election and reorganization of the
 central bodies, which they charged had lost contact with the masses and no longer
 truly represented the interests of the "revolutionary democracy."30
 This new note was ominous for the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leadership,
 for it revealed the erosion of their political base and a fundamental weakness on the
 essential question of the organization and utilization of political power. The Men-
 shevik and Socialist Revolutionary leaders had not only rejected the idea of transform-
 ing the soviets into a new governmental structure, they had failed to appreciate and
 utilize the potential of the rajon soviets of Petrograd as organized structured
 instruments of political power and authority. In April the Petrograd Soviet leaders
 did make a halfhearted effort to organize them into local bases for the implementation
 of Petrograd Soviet decisions through the Interdistrict Conference of Soviets. The
 reluctance of some rajon soviets to be used in this way, rather than being considered
 the first, primary level of a representative structure, apparently discouraged the Petro-
 grad leaders at the same time the latter began focusing their attention on the All-
 Russian Congress of Soviets as their basis of authority. Thus, after early June, they
 allowed the idea of building on the Petrograd rajon soviets to drop. The consequences
 of this neglect were disastrous, for it meant the failure to organize the rajon soviets
 politically behind the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leadership, at the very
 time when they needed it most, when the events of June and July - the offensive and the
 uprising in Petrograd - had compromised their prestige and authority. The Bolsheviks,
 on the other hand, and other dissident groups such as the Menshevik-Internationalists,
 apparently gave considerable attention to the rajon soviets and waged a vigorous
 campaign for control via re-election of deputies. On a practical level it reflected an
 awareness that the fate of the revolution - especially if there was a second revolu-
 tion - rested more on the sources of strength in Petrograd than on a congress of
 deputies from provincial soviets; the latter could not materially contribute to or hinder
 an armed coup in the capital, the rajon soviets might.
 It appears that a very real political vacuum developed in the leadership of the "soviet
 democracy" in July and August, which was partly cloaked by the fact that the old
 leaders remained in control of the Petrograd Soviet and the Central Executive Com-
 mittee. Disheartened by failures and paralyzed by fear of provoking counterrevolution,
 however, they failed to provide vigorous leadership. It was this inaction which was
 the special target of rajon soviet criticism. Indeed, they were gradually abandoning

 29 Maroökin Na Vasil'evskom ostrove pp. 93, 97 - 98; Rajonnye Sovety vol. 1, p. 71;
 Cukerman Petrogradskij rajonnyj Sovet Nos. 1 -2, p. 84 and Nos. 5 - 6, pp. 44 - 45.
 30 For example, the Kolomenskij rajon soviet on July 25, August 10, 24, September 7, 14; the
 Petergofskij rajon on August 10; the Petrogradskij rajon on August 10, 21, 24; the First
 City rajon soviet on September 13, October 8; the Vyborgskij rajon on July 7, September 8.
 All are in: Rajonnye Sovety. See also M. L. Lure Kolomenskij (2-j Gorodskoj) rajonnyj Sovet
 rabocich i soldatskich deputatov v proletarskoj revoljucii 1917 g. (Iz istorii rajonnych Sovetov
 Petrograda v revoljucii 1917 g.), in: Krasnaja letopis 44 - 45 (1931) No. 5 - 6, pp. 53 - 57.
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 the Executive Committee's views of its limited functions and its commitment to an

 all-Russian, all-people solution to Russia's problems through the Constituent Assembly
 and moving hesitantly towards the idea of a class, soviet government, and even
 towards putting themselves forward as an alternative locus of political authority.
 Against this background the efforts of the Interdistrict Conference of Soviets to pro-
 vide leadership and to unify the rajon soviets are especially intriguing. Its actions are
 imperfectly recorded and its intentions and goals are even more speculative, but an
 examination of the actions of this generally ignored body sheds some interesting light
 on the fate of the "soviet democracy" and the revolution in the period from July to
 October.

 The Interdistrict Conference of Soviets (IDC) was created in April by the Petrograd
 Soviet as a special conference of representatives of the rajon soviets to provide co-
 ordination of their activities and closer relations between them and the Executive
 Committee of the Petrograd Soviet.31 Under Menshevik leadership it took up a
 number of economic issues during May, and then its meetings were suspended during
 the All-Russian Congress of Soviets in early June and not reconvened afterwards. The
 July Crisis and its aftermath led the Petrograd leaders to recall it to assist in
 implementing their policies in the rajon soviets, especially the collection of arms. When
 the IDC reconvened on July 17, however, it had shifted to the left, although not
 Bolshevik, and immediately challenged the authority of the Petrograd Soviet leaders
 as spokesmen for the "soviet democracy." In its first order of business it not only
 refused to go along with the Petrograd Soviet (Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary
 sponsored) resolution on collecting arms from the population, but asserted that the
 events of July 3 - 5 and succeeding days had shown a serious loss of contact between
 the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet and both the proletariat and soldiers
 of the capital. To heal this breach it was necessary for the Executive Committee to be
 reorganized to include representatives from the rajon soviets - two from each. Such
 an addition of 30 - 40 members would have had considerable impact, not only because
 of numbers, but because they were somewhat more radical. On the 21st the IDC
 returned to the question with a resolution which indirectly suggested the creation of
 an all-soviet government, although that phrase was not used, and which in the con-
 text of its other resolutions must be taken to intend participation by the representatives
 of the rajon soviets.
 The IDC met several times between July 21 and August 4, but no records have sur-
 vived. During this period the IDC apparently broke with its past as a quasi-agency of
 the Executive Committee, symbolized by the transfer of chairmanship from V. A.
 Anisimov, one of the Cereteli circle of the Executive Committee leadership, to
 A. M. Gorin, a Menshevik-Internationalist and later a Bolshevik. The resolutions
 taken at its meetings on August 4 and 8 were more direct in their demands for change
 in the Petrograd Soviet and show a new sense of purpose and independence. In a
 resolution on financial support for the Central Executive Committee, the IDC stated
 that the former must recognize that its problems grew in part out of the alienation of
 the masses from its policies and proceeded to charge its own newly elected presidium
 to work out a plan for the reorganization of the Committee. On August 8, in a proposal

 31 The following account comes from the resolutions and newspaper reports printed in:
 Rajonnye Sovety vol. 3, pp. 255 - 288.
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 sent to the rajón soviets for discussion, the IDC stated that it must act as the unifying
 and directing center of the rajón soviets, calling itself an "independent center." It
 claimed the right to convoke meetings of the executive committees of all rajón soviets
 or even of plenary sessions of all rajon soviet members together - an interesting notion,
 for it would then definitely be a counter Petrograd Soviet.32 It went even further and
 proclaimed that until the Petrograd Executive Committee was reorganized, the IDC
 would enter it, and the former's bureau would be supplemented by the IDC bureau.
 Representatives of the IDC also would enter the executives of the workers' and
 soldiers' sections of the Petrograd Soviet. In short, it arrogated to itself not only the
 claim to represent better the opinion of the workers and soldiers - i. e., the best inter-
 ests of the revolution - but the right to take up unilaterally the reorganization of the
 Petrograd Soviet.
 The Kornilov revolt and the immediately following days represent the high tide of
 IDC activity. It played a very vigorous role in organizing workers' militia and other
 steps for the defense of the city. Its actions support the idea that its view of its own
 place in the apparatus of soviet democracy had increased greatly. It followed up these
 activities by renewed demands on September 2 and 5 for reorganization, indeed
 revival, of the moribund Petrograd Executive Committee. It proposed that if such
 were not done, it should be replaced by a new body created for that purpose at the
 IDC's instigation and approved by the Petrograd Soviet plenum. On September 8 it
 reiterated these demands and also expressed its support of the Petrograd plenum's
 passage of a Bolshevik resolution on August 31.
 What do these series of claims and proposals amount to? The evidence, though scanty,
 leads one to speculate that some of the more vigorous leaders of the rajon soviets and
 IDC were turning, willy-nilly, towards the idea of transforming their own organi-
 zations into a new political center. There certainly was sufficient reason to feel new
 leadership was needed. The policies of the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary
 leadership of the Petrograd Soviet and the Central Executive Committee were not
 proving overly successful in solving the country's problems and seemed particularly
 hesitating and weak at this point (July - August). The fear of counterrevolution,
 meaning the loss of what had been gained since February, was very great in the rajon
 soviets. Every major event - the meeting of the duma members, the reintroduction of
 the death penalty, the resignation of Cernov, others - was met with the greatest
 apprehension. Individual rajon soviets as well as the IDC were calling for vigorous
 leadership, and must have been tempted to try to provide it, despairing of the
 Executive Committee. One must also consider possible Bolshevik influence. Of the
 20 known members of the IDC in July, 12 can be identified by party. Seven were
 Bolshevik, two Menshevik-Internationalists, and only three identified as Socialist
 Revolutionaries or Mensheviks.33 The Bolsheviks were clearly the predominant if not

 32 The proposal elicited a response in the Kolomenskij rajon soviet, where on August 10, in
 the course of criticism of the infrequent meetings and the policies of the Petrograd Soviet,
 it was suggested that they ask the IDC to convene a meeting of the plenums of all rajon
 soviets and the plenum of the Petrograd Sovet. Rajonnye Sovety vol. 1, p. 342.
 33 Based on party identification of the persons mentioned in the records of the July meetings,
 as given in the index of: Rajonnye Sovety, plus the references found in P. F. Kudelli
 Zavojujte Petrogradskij Sovet! (K voprosu boPsevizacii Petrogradskogo Soveta), in: Krasnaja
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 majority party, and helped shape its attitude towards the Petrograd Soviet leadership.
 Indeed, the vigor of the IDC in July and August may be in part attributable not to
 accidental leadership, but to deliberate efforts by the Bolsheviks to use the IDC as a
 base of operation at a time when their own open activity was curtailed but the
 influence of their programs growing. Some support for this theory is provided by
 M. L. LuáE, a Bolshevik who wrote on the rajón soviets during the 1920s and early
 1930s, and the only author of any work of any extent on the IDC. He claims that the
 Bolshevik Petersburg Committee did attempt to influence and utilize the IDC by as-
 signing to it a strong staff of party workers, creating in the IDC "a Bolshevik fist, a
 command point from which it directed fire on the compromiser Executive Committee
 of the Petrograd Soviet."34 Indeed, there is some solid evidence of the assignment of
 fairly significant Bolsheviks to it as party representatives. On September 6 the
 Bolshewik Central Cominee delegated A. A. Ioffe to it,35 while the names of such
 luminaries as Ja. M. Sverdlov, M. I. Lacis, and Aleksandra Kollontaj turn up in con-
 nection with its work. In addition, the Bolshevik leaders could not have been unaware
 that the addition of members of the IDC to the executive of the Petrograd Soviet
 would have radicalized the latter's composition. In short, the IDC was becoming more
 and more hostile to the Executive Committee leadership and policies and seems to have
 been moving towards making itself a new, rival, center of authority for the "soviet
 democracy." Moreover, it would appear that the Bolsheviks utilized it for this purpose
 or at least as a base for attacking the Socialist Revolutionaries and Mensheviks.
 After the resolution on September 8 the question of the reorganization of the Petro-
 grad Soviet drops from the records of the IDC and its efforts are turned back to
 coordination of the work of the rajon soviets. One is tempted to speculate that the
 Bolshevik victory in the Petrograd Soviet on September 9 leading to the resignation
 of the old presidium satisfied its demands for reorganization, and also that the
 Bolshevik contingent in the IDC now dropped the question. Indeed, the sudden
 lessening of the political pretensions of the IDC is perhaps attributable to a deliberate
 shift in Bolshevik policy after the party's victory in the city soviet. Interestingly
 enough, in its only recorded discussion of its relations to the Petrograd Soviet after
 this date, the IDC discussed at length the question of fiscal support without any
 reference to policies or representativeness such as had accompanied the August 4
 discussion. The IDC's role seemed to slip as its usefulness to the Bolsheviks declined.
 After gaining control of the Petrograd Soviet, they, like the Mensheviks and Socialist
 Revolutionaries in June, lost interest in it. Again, there is a paucity of evidence to sub-
 stantiate this except for the lack of positive references and speculation on the
 demonstrable drop in its activity. The only other evidence is again Lure, who, giving
 the IDC considerable credit for assisting the Bolshevik conquest of the Petrograd
 Soviet, states that its role as an independent political center declined afterwards.

 letopis 24 (1927) No. 3, pp. 5 - 22 and in M. L. Lure Petrogradskoe Mezdurajonnoe sovescanie
 Sovetov v 1917 g., in: Krasnaja letopis 48 (1932) No. 3, pp. 13-43 and 49 (1932) No. 4,
 pp. 30 - 54. The percentage of Bolsheviks to other identifiable new members increases in
 August and September, but numbers are too small for meaningful calculation.
 34 Lure Petrogradskoe Mezdurajonnoe sovescanie, in: Krasnaja letopis 49 (1932) No. 4, p. 34.
 35 Protokoly Central'nogo komiteta RSDRP(b): Avgust 1917 - fevral' 1918. Moskva 1958,
 p. 47.
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 The study of the rajón soviets gives an intriguing picture of the aspirations, hopes, and
 fears of the Russian man in the street during this brief period in his history when he felt
 that he was able to take a direct and self-organized role in determining his fate and
 that of his country. During the first months the rajón soviets reflected the optimism of
 that period. Their efforts toward economic betterment and solving social problems
 assumed that the political corner had been turned and the new order was well on its
 way. This mood evaporated quickly in the industrial rajony and those soviets early
 reflected the growing disillusionment with the progress the leaders of the revolution
 were making in solving either the grand questions of war and peace or the more
 mundane but crucial problems of food supply, wages, the quality and security of daily
 life. The frustrations over failure to usher in a radically new order which swept the
 Bolsheviks to power were quickly reflected in the rajón soviets. Not only was there a
 clear swing leftward in late May and June, but it continued throughout July and
 August, a period which has been traditionally considered one of a turn to the right.
 While it is true that there was a revival of activity on the political right, the history
 of the rajón soviets indicates that on a deeper and more fundamental level the radi-
 calization of the urban and soldier masses was continuing and perhaps accelerating.
 By the time of the Kornilov revolt at the end of August, which is so often credited
 with creating almost singlehandedly the conditions for the Bolshevik revival, the
 majority of rajón soviets already could be classified as pro-Bolshevik (that is, they
 were Bolshevik, controlled by a coalition dominated by the Bolsheviks, or else were
 hostile to the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionary leadership of the Central Execu-
 tive Committee and willing to support a Bolshevik-led establishment of a soviet
 government), as could the Interdistrict Conference. An awareness of these concrete
 gains in the rajon soviets makes the seemingly sudden Bolshevik successes in September
 and October more understandable and less startling. It calls to mind and supports
 Theodore Von Laue's observation that the Bolsheviks, while not representing any
 parliamentary majority, could in October stand as the spokesmen for the aspirations
 of the majority of Russians.36 In asserting their role as loci of political authority,
 however, the main desire of the rajon soviets was not a Bolshevik revolution but
 vigorous action to solve the country's problems through an organized structure of
 soviet democracy in the capital, from rajon soviet through Petrograd Soviet and even
 to the All-Russian Congress of Soviets, with greater voice for the rajon representa-
 tives. The Mensheviks' and Socialist Revolutionaries' failure to build on the rajon
 soviets contributed, along with policy failures, to the erosion of their support,
 while at the same time sentiment in the rajon soviets for a strong, soviet government
 was important in allowing the Bolsheviks to gain that combination of political support
 and acquiescence upon which the October seizure of power depended.

 36 Theodore H. Von Laue Why Lenin? Why Stalin? A Reappraisal of the Russian Revo-
 lution, 1900-1930. Philadelphia, New York 1964, pp. 134-135 (= Critical Periods of
 History).
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